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As this newsletter goes to print, we are in the 
midst of our move to the new Mirabel office.

It’s taken an army of individuals, donors and supporters to help us move, 
and our new HQ exceeds our wildest dreams. Our contact details remain 
the same, so please let us know if you’d like to drop by to visit as that will 
make it feel like home. We can’t wait to show you around!

There have been many highlights already this year and apart from 
the wonderful achievements of our Mirabel alumni and children, this 
included, coincidentally, Board Member Jude Pettitt and I both receiving 
an OAM. Sharing this day with my family and Jude was very special and 
my award recognises the work of the entire Mirabel team. 

Thank you for your ongoing 
care and support – we need 
and deeply appreciate 
both. In the meantime, 
here’s a snapshot of what’s 
been going on for us over 
the last few months. 

 
Jane Rowe 
Founder/CEO

Ashlee’s Story – 
Mirabel Alumni
When I think about Mirabel, safe is 
the first word that comes to mind.  
I have got through the past 26 years 
because Mirabel has provided me with 
the safety net that I needed to survive 
– the net that has caught me every 
time I have been pushed over the edge 
or slipped when I was overwhelmed. 
Life always seems to be that fraction 
harder for Mirabel kids. Drama is 
constantly unfolding, frequently testing 
our mental strength whilst simultaneously challenging us to try and fit  
in with mainstream society. It’s not easy trying to do both… but the main 
thing Mirabel has taught me is that we don’t HAVE to fit into this box that 
is considered ‘normal’. 

We are unique, we are special, and in a way I believe we are gifted. 
We have been given the chance to build on our strength, resilience 
and courage at such a young age that we are equipped to handle 
anything life throws our way. We have prematurely been given the gift 
of emotional awareness and inner strength, and I wouldn’t be where I 
am today without having had those tools as a child.  

The Mirabel staff have taught me to embrace my experiences rather 
than hide them, and to be proud of who I am and never doubt myself 
even if someone else does. I have met so many incredible people 
from attending Mirabel events and activities – from the staff who 
have gone above and beyond countless times to help me through 

any crisis, to the other kids who have made me feel relief and comfort in 
knowing I will never be alone. Twenty years ago, I was too ashamed to 
let my grandparents pick me up from primary school; now, with Mirabel’s 
constant reassurance and support, nothing makes me prouder than 
saying I was a Mirabel Kid and I survived.
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Boys Camp & Alumni
The end of summer couldn’t dampen the 
enthusiasm of the Northern boys group on 
their weekend away at Ocean Grove. Twelve 
primary school-aged boys were accompanied 
by a Mirabel team that included alumni Noah 
and Brandon (pictured) who reminisced about a 
Mirabel camp they were both on 12 years ago! 

All the boys took surf lessons and each enjoyed 
at least a moment of feeling the wind in their 
hair as they rode a wave before wiping out, 
and indeed many showed great potential. At 
Kardinia Park in Geelong, all were entertained 
by life-size animatronic dinosaurs and enjoyed 
the community spirit of an outdoor screening of 
Jurassic Park.

Along with plenty of beach fun, the boys also got 
a special gift from Lion Co and got to experience 
the excitement of the Formula One Melbourne 
Grand Prix. The boys were thrilled to see and 
hear the cars in action and watch the impressive 
jet display right above their heads.

Mirabel camps are best summed up by 20-year-
old Noah, who said: ‘Mirabel camps are out of 
this world and something I will always remember, 
but it’s the sense of belonging, knowing I’m with 
a group of boys who just get me and I don’t need 
to ever explain myself that I will treasure forever’.

Mirabel Ladies Lunches
Thank you to everyone for your wonderful 
support for our annual Mirabel Ladies Lunches 
in Melbourne and Sydney. Both of these 
events were great successes! They are a 
very important part of our yearly fundraising 
and provide a wonderful opportunity to raise 
awareness for the Mirabel children. 

NSW Big Day Out
Thirty-four Mirabel children  
from Sydney and the South 
Coast enjoyed a great 
day at Jamberoo Water 
Park during the school 
holidays. Thanks to our 
amazing corporate and 
Mirabel volunteers for your 
wonderful support and 
for joining the kids on the 
rides, wave pool at Outback 
Bay and the Rapid River. A 
fantastic day was had by all!

Do Mirabel Kids 
have Birthdays?
Most of us probably haven’t 
experienced a single birthday that 
wasn’t made special in one way or 
another. Sadly, the opposite is true for 
some Mirabel kids, and birthdays just 
remind them of how much they are 
missing out on. Celebrating Mirabel 
children’s birthdays is something we feel 
really passionate about and desperately 
need support for. Can you or someone 
you know help make sure every Mirabel 
child gets a birthday voucher by donating 
$30 per child? We would be so grateful 
for any help to make sure that, for 
Mirabel Kids, birthdays are happy days.

Mirabel is currently supporting over 1,700 
children who have been orphaned or abandoned 
due to parental drug use. Mirabel’s vision is that 
every child has a childhood filled with love, hope 
and belonging. As a foundation, we are reliant 
on the generosity of others to make it possible 
for us to provide these children with this simple 
joy. If you can help in any way, it could make a 
great deal of difference to these children’s lives.

 A huge thank you for Olivia’s birthday 
present. She was so excited to get her 
voucher. She kept half laughing and half 

crying for half an 
hour. She kept 
saying, ‘Nanny I 
think I’m going to 
cry. This is my best 
birthday ever’. 
(You’d think she 
never got anything 
before.) I took her 
shopping and this 
is what she bought. 
A big thank you 
again. Olivia is  
so happy. 
  Jenny


